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Witch Hat Tutorial
Tutorial Written by Julie Davison

Thanks to Leslie Rhoades and Dawn Miller for showing me
this cute project, which they both CASEd from Stampin’
Connection. I love Stampin’ Connection (an online
community just for demonstrators) for all the talent and
creative ideas shared so freely.

Supplies:
 4 ½” x 11” Basic Black Cardstock
 1” x 7” Basic Black cardstock
 1” x 4” Peach Parfait Patterns DSP
 ¾” x ½” Peach Parfait Patterns DSP
 Scrap Old Olive cardstock
 10” Peach Parfait Ribbon
 Crop-a-Dile
 Curly Label Punch
 Scissors
 SNAIL Adhesive
Directions:
1. Score the Basic Black cardstock in half at 5 ½”. Find the center (2-1/8”) of each 4 ¼”
side. Use a straight edge (such as the Stampin’ Around Wheel Guide) and a bone folder
to make diagonal score lines from each mark to the edges of the fold at 5 ½”. (See
diagram on next page.)
2. Fold on all score lines. Bring up the two sides on the left and punch a hole using the
largest hole punch on the Crop-a-Dile. Do the same on the opposite side.
3. Thread the ribbon through the holes, pull, and tie a knot to close the box. (Note: Make
sure to put your treat in the box before you tie it closed!) For a shabby look, poke your
scissors through the ribbon near the knot and pull up to shred the ribbon.

4. Adhere the strip of Basic Black cardstock on the front
of the box at the very bottom edge. (Use adhesive only
in the center of the strip because the ends will hang
over the box and don’t need to be sticky.) Use scissors
to cut a diagonal from the bottom edge of the
cardstock strip to the box.
5. Adhere the designer series paper to the box, directly
above the Basic Black cardstock strip. Trim even to the
edge of the box.
6. Use the Curly Label Punch to punch a scrap of Old
Olive cardstock. Adhere the small square of designer
series paper to the Curly Label piece and adhere that
to the center of the designer series paper on the box to
mimic a buckle.

Triangle Box Pattern: Start with 4 ¼” x 11 cardstock.
Score at 5 ½”. Score diagonally from the center fold to the middle (2-1/8”) of each end.

